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Like no book before it, Preachers of Hate uncovers an ancient hatred that
threatens the life and livelihood of every American. The “new” anti-Semitism
targets not only Jews, but Americans specifically and the West in general. It
targets our values, our lifestyle, and our freedoms. It is the single most important
issue we face when trying to make sense of the Arab world. Most Americans will
be stunned to discover the depth and extent of anti-Semitic hatred in today’s
Middle East and Europe, and that many Muslim leaders are not just encouraging
it, but spending a great deal of money to spread the lies that spawned the
terrorists responsible for the September 11 attack on America. In Preachers of
Hate, bestselling author Kenneth R. Timmerman (who is not Jewish) contends
that, besides Islam itself, the core unifying force in the Muslim world is a virulent
strain of anti-Semitism that postulates the existence of a Jewish conspiracy to
take over the world. From the pulpits of fiery Muslim clerics to the Arab street,
and to the highest reaches of government and state-sponsored media, there is a
belief that this thousand-year-old conspiracy has already taken hold in America
and is now, especially after the war in Iraq, about to do the same in the Middle
East and beyond. It is seen as no less than Muslims’ historical destiny to prevent
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such a takeover, and to do so by any means possible. To misunderstand the
ferocity of that belief is to vastly underestimate the resolve of many Muslims to
repel America, Israel, and all things Western. Timmerman explores the roots of
this hatred, examining its history, the religious sources upon which it draws, and
how it is being transmitted to young people growing up in Arab societies by their
leaders, their teachers, and their mosques. He documents how U.S. and
European Union money has been used to finance hatred in Palestinian schools.
He exposes the double-talk of Arab leaders and their supporters in the West. As
it so often was throughout history, this new strain of Jew hatred is really about
much more than Jews. They get attacked first, when the enemies of America
can’t attack Americans. However, what begins with the Jews never ends with the
Jews. “Is there a conspiracy between America and the Jews?” asks Timmerman.
“Indeed there is: A common heritage, a dedication to improving the human
condition through compassion and tolerance of differences—a conspiracy of
freedom. And that is why they hate us.” As with the Jews throughout history,
America has been “unfairly successful.” As have the Jews, Americans have
“profited” from the misery and poverty of others. If you hate Jews, you must also
hate America. Such is the simple logic of the anti-Semite. Such, increasingly, is
the logic of the Middle East. It is a message that is reinforced day in and day out
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by the official government-sanctioned Arab media, from the streets of Egypt,
London, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Paris, and Gaza, and in the mosques where
impassioned clerics quote verbatim texts like the Protocols of the Elders of Zion,
a pillar of anti-Semitic hatred that originated in czarist Russia. As America
reasserts her role in the Middle East and attempts to bring peace between Jews
and Arabs, Preachers of Hate is an essential book that reframes a very
complicated issue as a matter of life and death.
A gripping account of thirteen women who joined, endured, and, in some cases,
escaped life in the Islamic State—based on years of immersive reporting by a
Pulitzer Prize finalist. FINALIST FOR THE BAILLIE GIFFORD PRIZE • NAMED
ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book
Review • NPR • Toronto Star • The Guardian Among the many books trying to
understand the terrifying rise of ISIS, none has given voice to the women in the
organization; but women were essential to the establishment of Abu Bakr alBaghdadi’s caliphate. Responding to promises of female empowerment and
social justice, and calls to aid the plight of fellow Muslims in Syria, thousands of
women emigrated from the United States and Europe, Russia and Central Asia,
from across North Africa and the rest of the Middle East to join the Islamic State.
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These were the educated daughters of diplomats, trainee doctors, teenagers with
straight-A averages, as well as working-class drifters and desolate housewives,
and they joined forces to set up makeshift clinics and schools for the Islamic
homeland they’d envisioned. Guest House for Young Widows charts the different
ways women were recruited, inspired, or compelled to join the militants. Emma
from Hamburg, Sharmeena and three high school friends from London, and
Nour, a religious dropout from Tunis: All found rebellion or community in political
Islam and fell prey to sophisticated propaganda that promised them a
cosmopolitan adventure and a chance to forge an ideal Islamic community in
which they could live devoutly without fear of stigma or repression. It wasn’t long
before the militants exposed themselves as little more than violent criminals,more
obsessed with power than the tenets of Islam, and the women of ISIS were
stripped of any agency, perpetually widowed and remarried, and ultimately
trapped in a brutal, lawless society. The fall of the caliphate only brought new
challenges to women no state wanted to reclaim. Azadeh Moaveni’s exquisite
sensitivity and rigorous reporting make these forgotten women indelible and
illuminate the turbulent politics that set them on their paths.
An eye-opening political travelogue that reveals the Muslim world as never before
Drawing on reporting from more than a dozen Islamic countries, Faith at War
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offers an unforgettable portrait of the Muslim world after September 11. Choosing
to invert the question of what "they" have done to "us," Wall Street Journal
reporter Yaroslav Trofimov examines the unprecedented American intrusion in
the Muslim heartland and the ripples it has caused far beyond the battlefields of
Afghanistan and Iraq. What emerges is a penetrating portrait of people, faith, and
countries better known in caricature than reported detail. The ordinary Muslims,
influential clerics, warlords, jihadis, intellectuals and heads of state we meet are
engaged in conversations that reveal the Muslim world to us from a new,
unexpected perspective. In Mali, one of the most successful democracies in
Africa, we encounter Ousmane Madani Haidara, an influential cleric who sees
Wahhabi extremists, rather than his country's secular government, as the real
enemy of the true faith. In Saudi Arabia, we explore the bizarre world of exporting
dead bodies from a kingdom that bars the burial of non-Muslims. On a US Navy
aircraft carrier floating just off the coast of Pakistan in October 2001, we witness
the mechanics of war: the onboard assembly of bombs that, hours later, are seen
on T.V. exploding in Kabul. And in Iraq, we accompany Trofimov as he
negotiates his escape from an insurgent mob, rides in a Humvee with triggerhappy GIs, and gets lectured by a Shiite holy man on why America is the foe of
mankind. Whether exploring the badlands of the Sahara or a snow-covered
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village of Bosnian mujahedeen, Faith at War helps us understand the hidden
relationships and often surprising connections, so crucial to America's future, that
link the Islamic world to our own.
Powerful critique of UK and US surveillance and repression of Muslims and
prosecution of homegrown terrorism The new front in the War on Terror is the
“homegrown enemy,” domestic terrorists who have become the focus of
sprawling counterterrorism structures of policing and surveillance in the United
States and across Europe. Domestic surveillance has mushroomed—at least
100,000 Muslims in America have been secretly under scrutiny. British police
compiled a secret suspect list of more than 8,000 al-Qaeda “sympathizers,” and
in another operation included almost 300 children fifteen and under among the
potential extremists investigated. MI5 doubled in size in just five years. Based on
several years of research and reportage, in locations as disperate as Texas, New
York and Yorkshire, and written in engrossing, precise prose, this is the first
comprehensive critique of counterradicalization strategies. The new policy and
policing campaigns have been backed by an industry of freshly minted experts
and liberal commentators. The Muslims Are Coming! looks at the way these
debates have been transformed by the embrace of a narrowly configured and illconceived anti-extremism.
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"An impressive combination of diligence and verve, deploying Ackerman’s deep
stores of knowledge as a national security journalist to full effect. The result is a
narrative of the last 20 years that is upsetting, discerning and brilliantly argued."
—The New York Times "One of the most illuminating books to come out of the
Trump era." —New York Magazine An examination of the profound impact that the
War on Terror had in pushing American politics and society in an authoritarian
direction For an entire generation, at home and abroad, the United States has
waged an endless conflict known as the War on Terror. In addition to multiple
ground wars, it has pioneered drone strikes and industrial-scale digital
surveillance, as well as detaining people indefinitely and torturing them. These
conflicts have yielded neither peace nor victory, but they have transformed
America. What began as the persecution of Muslims and immigrants has become
a normalized, paranoid feature of American politics and security, expanding the
possibilities for applying similar or worse measures against other targets at
home. A politically divided country turned the War on Terror into a cultural and
then tribal struggle, first on the ideological fringes and ultimately expanding to
conquer the Republican Party, often with the timid acquiescence of the
Democratic Party. Today's nativist resurgence walked through a door opened by
the 9/11 era. Reign of Terror will show how these policies created a foundation
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for American authoritarianism and, though it is not a book about Donald Trump, it
will provide a critical explanation of his rise to power and the sources of his
political strength. It will show that Barack Obama squandered an opportunity to
dismantle the War on Terror after killing Osama bin Laden. That mistake turns
out to have been portentous. By the end of his tenure, the war metastasized into
a broader and bitter culture struggle in search of a demagogue like Trump to lead
it. A union of journalism and intellectual history, Reign of Terror will be a
pathbreaking and definitive book with the power to transform how America
understands its national security policies and their catastrophic impact on its civic
life.
In this fifth edition, Masud--recipient of the Human Rights Foundation, 2002 Gold
Award--provides valuable insights on the conflict between Islam and the West,
beginning with the Gulf War of 1991 to America's recent financial debacle,
stemming in part from its unnecessary wars.
"After September 11, 2001, the Global War on Terror has made clear that Islam
and Muslims are central to an imperial system of racism. Prior to 9/11, white
supremacy has always had a violent relationship of dominance to Islam and
Muslims. Racism against Muslims today borrows from centuries of white
supremacy and is a powerful and effective tool to maintain the status quo. With
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Stones in Our Hands compiles writings by scholars and activists who are leading
the struggle to understand and combat anti-Muslim racism. Through a bold call
for a politics of the Muslim Left and the poetics of the Muslim International, this
book offers a glimpse into the possibilities of social justice, decolonial struggle,
and political solidarity. The essays in this anthology reflect a range of concerns
that capture the contemporary moment such as anti-Muslim racism, the settler
colonial occupation of Palestine, surveillance and policing, blackness and radical
protest traditions, militarism and empire building, social movements, and political
repression. The inaugural volume in the new series Muslim International, With
Stones in Our Hands offers new ideas to achieve decolonization and global
solidarity"-Argues that there is a new wave of persecution of Christians in Muslim countries,
and by radical Muslims worldwide.
This book provides the historical and political context to explain acts of terror, including
the September 11th, and the bombing of American Embassies in Nairobi and Dar as
Salaam and the West's responses. Providing a brief history of Islam as a religion and
as socio-political ideology, Dilip Hiro goes on to outline the Islamist movements that
have thrived in Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan, and their changing relationship
with America. It is within this framework that the rising menace of Osama bin Laden and
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his Al Qaida network is discussed. The Pentagon's amazingly swift victory over the
Taliban in Afghanistan is examined along with implications of the Bush Doctrine,
encapsulated in his declaration, 'so long as anybody is terrorizing established
governments, there needs to be a war' - a recipe for war without end.
“A delightfully original take on…the prospects for liberal democracy in the broader
Islamic Middle East.”—Matthew Kaminski, Wall Street Journal As the Arab Spring
threatens to give way to authoritarianism in Egypt and reports from Afghanistan detail
widespread violence against U.S. troops and women, news from the Muslim world
raises the question: Is Islam incompatible with freedom? In Islam without Extremes,
Turkish columnist Mustafa Akyol answers this question by revealing the littleunderstood roots of political Islam, which originally included both rationalist, flexible
strains and more dogmatic, rigid ones. Though the rigid traditionalists won out, Akyol
points to a flourishing of liberalism in the nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire and the
unique “Islamo-liberal synthesis” in present-day Turkey. As he powerfully asserts, only
by accepting a secular state can Islamic societies thrive. Islam without Extremes offers
a desperately needed intellectual basis for the reconcilability of Islam and liberty.
"Kepel examines the impact of global terrorism and the ensuing military operations to
stem its tide. He questions the United States' ability to address the Middle East
challenge with Cold War rhetoric, while revealing the fault lines in terrorist ideology and
tactics. Finally, he proposes a way out of the Middle East quagmire that triangulates the
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interests of Islamists, the West, and the Arab and Muslim ruling elites. That path leads
through Muslim immigrant communities in the West--the ultimate battlefield where the
struggle for the democratization of Islamic societies will be won or lost"--Dust jacket.
In this transnational history of World War II, Kelly A. Hammond places Sino-Muslims at
the center of imperial Japan's challenges to Chinese nation-building efforts. Revealing
the little-known story of Japan's interest in Islam during its occupation of North China,
Hammond shows how imperial Japanese aimed to defeat the Chinese Nationalists in
winning the hearts and minds of Sino-Muslims, a vital minority population. Offering
programs that presented themselves as protectors of Islam, the Japanese aimed to
provide Muslims with a viable alternative—and, at the same time, to create new Muslim
consumer markets that would, the Japanese hoped, act to subvert the existing global
capitalist world order and destabilize the Soviets. This history can be told only by
reinstating agency to Muslims in China who became active participants in the brokering
and political jockeying between the Chinese Nationalists and the Japanese Empire.
Hammond argues that the competition for their loyalty was central to the creation of the
ethnoreligious identity of Muslims living on the Chinese mainland. Their wartime
experience ultimately helped shape the formation of Sino-Muslims' religious identities
within global Islamic networks, as well as their incorporation into the Chinese state,
where the conditions of that incorporation remain unstable and contested to this day.
Explores the genesis of Islam for insight into the nature of ideological transformation.
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"A powerful introduction to the scope of Islamophobia in the United States. Drawing on
examples such as the legacy of Barack Obama, the mainstream media's portrayal of
Muslims, and the justifications given for some of America's most recent military
endeavors, Kazi highlights the vast impact of Islamophobia, connecting it to a long
history of US racism"-In the Eyes of many Westerners, Muslim women are hidden behind a veil of negative
stereotypes that portray them as either oppressed, subservient wives and daughters or,
more recently, as potential terrorists. Yet many Muslim women defy these stereotypes
by taking active roles in their families and communities and working to create a more
just society. This book introduces eighteen Muslim women activsts from the United
States and Canada who have worked in fields from social services, to marital
counseling, to political advocacy, in order to further social justice within the Muslim
community and in the greater North American society. -“I remember the four words that repeatedly scrolled across my mind after the first plane
crashed into the World Trade Center in New York City. ‘Please don’t be Muslims,
please don’t be Muslims.’ The four words I whispered to myself on 9/11 reverberated
through the mind of every Muslim American that day and every day after.… Our fear,
and the collective breath or brace for the hateful backlash that ensued, symbolize the
existential tightrope that defines Muslim American identity today.” The term
“Islamophobia” may be fairly new, but irrational fear and hatred of Islam and Muslims
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is anything but. Though many speak of Islamophobia’s roots in racism, have we
considered how anti-Muslim rhetoric is rooted in our legal system? Using his unique
lens as a critical race theorist and law professor, Khaled A. Beydoun captures the many
ways in which law, policy, and official state rhetoric have fueled the frightening
resurgence of Islamophobia in the United States. Beydoun charts its long and terrible
history, from the plight of enslaved African Muslims in the antebellum South and the
laws prohibiting Muslim immigrants from becoming citizens to the ways the war on
terror assigns blame for any terrorist act to Islam and the myriad trials Muslim
Americans face in the Trump era. He passionately argues that by failing to frame
Islamophobia as a system of bigotry endorsed and emboldened by law and carried out
by government actors, U.S. society ignores the injury it inflicts on both Muslims and nonMuslims. Through the stories of Muslim Americans who have experienced
Islamophobia across various racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic lines, Beydoun shares
how U.S. laws shatter lives, whether directly or inadvertently. And with an eye toward
benefiting society as a whole, he recommends ways for Muslim Americans and their
allies to build coalitions with other groups. Like no book before it, American
Islamophobia offers a robust and genuine portrait of Muslim America then and now.

The Muslim Brotherhood and the West is the first comprehensive history of the
relationship between the world’s largest Islamist movement and the Western
powers that have dominated the Middle East for the past century: Britain and the
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United States. In the decades since the Brotherhood emerged in Egypt in the
1920s, the movement’s notion of “the West” has remained central to its
worldview and a key driver of its behavior. From its founding, the Brotherhood
stood opposed to the British Empire and Western cultural influence more broadly.
As British power gave way to American, the Brotherhood’s leaders, committed to
a vision of more authentic Islamic societies, oscillated between anxiety or
paranoia about the West and the need to engage with it. Western officials, for
their part, struggled to understand the Brotherhood, unsure whether to shun the
movement as one of dangerous “fanatics” or to embrace it as a moderate and
inevitable part of the region’s political scene. Too often, diplomats failed to view
the movement on its own terms, preferring to impose their own external agendas
and obsessions. Martyn Frampton reveals the history of this complex and
charged relationship down to the eve of the Arab Spring. Drawing on extensive
archival research in London and Washington and the Brotherhood’s writings in
Arabic and English, he provides the most authoritative assessment to date of a
relationship that is both vital in itself and crucial to navigating one of the world’s
most turbulent regions.
"An insightful volume that takes on many of the issues confronting Muslim youth
in the West, sometimes with humor, oftentimes with brutal frankness, but always
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with sound knowledge and great clarity."— Imam Zaid Shakir, Zaytuna Institute,
California This is not just another book about Muslim youth. It is a book by young
Muslims for young Muslims, addressing issues such as media, music, dating, and
drugs in a language that is their own. With an introduction by Imam Zaid Shakir.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary (books not included).
Pages: 25. Chapters: The Syro-Aramaic Reading of the Koran, Islam: The
Straight Path, No god but God, Barahin-e-Ahmadiyya, Noor-ul-Haq, Islam:
Opposing Viewpoints, Iran: A People Interrupted, Engaging the Muslim World,
The Philosophy of the Teachings of Islam, Jesus in India, Islam: Beliefs and
Teachings, Saniyasnain Khan, Falsafatuna, Tafseer-e-Kabeer, Victory of Islam,
Devil's Game, Covering Islam, Among the Believers: An Islamic Journey, Islam:
Beliefs and Institutions, Great Book of Interpretation of Dreams, Indian Muslims:
Who Are They, The War for Muslim Minds, Muhammad: A Prophet for Our Time,
Beyond Belief: Islamic Excursions among the Converted Peoples, Review of
Religions, Al-Muwahib al-Ladunniyyah, Islam: Past, Present and Future, Nine
Parts of Desire, Lami' al-Dirari ala, Jami' al-Bukhari, Tafseer-e-Sagheer, Noor E
Hidayat, Al-Fitna Al-Kubra. Excerpt: The Syro-Aramaic Reading of the Koran: A
Contribution to the Decoding of the Language of the Koran English Edition of
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2007 (Die syro-aramaische Lesart des Koran: Ein Beitrag zur Entschlusselung
der Koransprache (2000) is a book by Christoph Luxenberg. This book is
considered a controversial work, triggering a debate about the history, linguistic
origins and correct interpretation of the Qur'an. It has received much coverage in
the mainstream media. The book argues that the Koran at its inception was
drawn from Christian Syro-Aramaic texts, in order to evangelize the Arabs in the
early 8th century. Richard Kroes summarises the argument of the book as
follows: According to Luxenberg, the Qur'an was not written in classical Arabic
but in a mixed Arabic-Syriac language, the traders' language of Mecca and it was
based on Christian liturgical texts. When the final text of the Qur'an was codified,
those working on it did not understand the original..
The virulent new brand of Islamic extremism threatening the West In November
2015, ISIS terrorists massacred scores of people in Paris with coordinated
attacks on the Bataclan concert hall, cafés and restaurants, and the national
sports stadium. On Bastille Day in 2016, an ISIS sympathizer drove a truck into
crowds of vacationers at the beaches of Nice, and two weeks later an elderly
French priest was murdered during morning Mass by two ISIS militants. Here is
Gilles Kepel's explosive account of the radicalization of a segment of Muslim
youth that led to those attacks—and of the failure of governments in France and
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across Europe to address it. It is a book everyone in the West must read. Terror
in France shows how these atrocities represent a paroxysm of violence that has
long been building. The turning point was in 2005, when the worst riots in modern
French history erupted in the poor, largely Muslim suburbs of Paris after the
accidental deaths of two boys who had been running from the police. The
unrest—or "French intifada"—crystallized a new consciousness among young
French Muslims. Some have fallen prey to the allure of "war of civilizations"
rhetoric in ways never imagined by their parents and grandparents. This is the
highly anticipated English edition of Kepel's sensational French bestseller, first
published shortly after the Paris attacks. Now fully updated to reflect the latest
developments and featuring a new introduction by the author, Terror in France
reveals the truth about a virulent new wave of jihadism that has Europe as its
main target. Its aim is to divide European societies from within by instilling fear,
provoking backlash, and achieving the ISIS dream—shared by Europe's Far
Right—of separating Europe's growing Muslim minority community from the rest of
its citizens.
An anonymous member of the U.S. intelligence community argues that Islamists
are not against democracy, but specific U.S. policies viewed as threatening to
their lands and religion allow al Quaeda to continue to gain support.
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The book highlights a number of topics, including: the shifting of production by
some Japanese firms to Southeast Asia in response to EC anti-dumping
measures; evaluations by the EC, independent consultants and Southeast Asian
NGOs of successful and unsuccessful development projects; the ASEAN and EC
consensus to ignore human rights violations in East Timor; and ASEAN-EC
programmes to encourage investment by European firms in Southeast Asia.
This book explores questions regarding the justice of war and addresses the lack
of comparative perspectives on the ethics of war, particularly with respect to
Islam. Focusing on the role of Islamic symbols in the rhetoric of Saddam
Hussein, Kelsay provides an overview of the Islamic tradition regarding war and
peace, and investigates the notion of religion as a just cause for war.
Completely revised and updated, this new edition of Terror in the Mind of God
incorporates the events of September 11, 2001 into Mark Juergensmeyer's
landmark study of religious terrorism. Juergensmeyer explores the 1993 World
Trade Center explosion, Hamas suicide bombings, the Tokyo subway nerve gas
attack, and the killing of abortion clinic doctors in the United States. His personal
interviews with 1993 World Trade Center bomber Mahmud Abouhalima, Christian
Right activist Mike Bray, Hamas leaders Sheik Yassin and Abdul Azis Rantisi,
and Sikh political leader Simranjit Singh Mann, among others, take us into the
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mindset of those who perpetrate and support violence in the name of religion.
Crusade and Jihad is the first book to encompass, in one volume, the entire history of the
catastrophic encounter between the Global North—China, Russia, Europe, Britain, and
America—and Muslim societies from Central Asia to West Africa. William R. Polk draws on
more than half a century of experience as a historian, policy planner, diplomat, peace
negotiator, and businessman to explain the deep hostilities between the Muslim world and the
Global North and show how they grew over the centuries. Polk shows how Islam arose and
spread across North Africa into Europe, climaxed in the vibrant and sophisticated caliphate of
al-Andalus in medieval Spain, and was the bright light in a European Dark Age.
Simultaneously, Islam spread from the Middle East into Africa, India, and Southeast Asia. But
following the Mongol invasions, Islamic civilization entered a decline while Europe began its
overseas expansion. Portuguese buccaneers dominated the Indian Ocean; the Dutch and the
English established powerful corporations that turned India and Indonesia into colonies;
Russian armies pushed down the Volga into Central Asia, destroying its city-states; and the
Chinese Qing dynasty slaughtered an entire Central Asian people. Britain crushed local
industry and drained off wealth throughout its vast colonies. Defeated at every turn, Muslims
tried adopting Western dress, organizing Westernstyle armies, and embracing Western ideas.
None of these efforts stopped the conquests. For Europe and Russia, the nineteenth century
was an age of colonial expansion, but for the Muslim world it was an age of brutal and
humiliating defeat. Millions were driven from their homes, starved, or killed, and their culture
and religion came under a century-long assault. In the twentieth century, brutalized and and
disorganized native societies, even after winning independence, fell victim to “post-imperial
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malaise,” typified by native tyrannies, corruption, and massive poverty. The result was a
furious blowback. A sobering, scrupulous, and frank account of imperialism, colonialism,
insurgency, and terrorism, Crusade and Jihad is history for anyone who wishes to understand
the civilizational conflicts of today’s world.
The limits of military power / Rob de Wijk / - The future of international coalitions : how useful?
How manageable? / Paul Dibb / - Forging an indirect strategy in southeast Asia / Barry Desker
/ - The imbalance of terror / Thérese Delpech / - The new nature of nation-state failure / Robert
I. Rotberg / - Democracy by force : a renewed commitment to nation building / Karin von Hippel
/ - Sierra Leone : the state that came back from the dead / Michael Chege / - Toward
postconflict reconstruction / John J. Hamre and Gordon R. / - Building better foundations :
security in postconflict reconstruction / Scott Feil / - Dealing with demons : justice and
reconciliation / Michèle Flournoy / - Governing when chaos rules : enhancing governance and
participation / Robert Orr / - Public diplomacy comes of age / Christopher Ross / - Deeds speak
Louder than words / Lamis Andoni / - A broadcasting strategy to win media wars / Edward
Kaufman / - Compassionate conservatism confronts global poverty / Lae ...
Traces the evolution of the ISIS ideology, from its origins in the prison writings of the
revolutionary jihadist Sayyid Qutb, through the thinking of Osama bin Laden and Ayman alZawahiri, in a book that is essential reading for anyone concerned about terrorist violence.
--Publisher
A fascinating journey into Islam's diverse history of ideas, making an argument for an "Islamic
Enlightenment" today In Reopening Muslim Minds, Mustafa Akyol, senior fellow at the Cato
Institute and opinion writer for The New York Times, both diagnoses “the crisis of Islam” in the
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modern world, and offers a way forward. Diving deeply into Islamic theology, and also sharing
lessons from his own life story, he reveals how Muslims lost the universalism that made them a
great civilization in their earlier centuries. He especially demonstrates how values often
associated with Western Enlightenment — freedom, reason, tolerance, and an appreciation of
science — had Islamic counterparts, which sadly were cast aside in favor of more dogmatic
views, often for political ends. Elucidating complex ideas with engaging prose and storytelling,
Reopening Muslim Minds borrows lost visions from medieval Muslim thinkers such as Ibn
Rushd (aka Averroes), to offer a new Muslim worldview on a range of sensitive issues: human
rights, equality for women, freedom of religion, or freedom from religion. While frankly
acknowledging the problems in the world of Islam today, Akyol offers a clear and hopeful vision
for its future.
Dr. Mark Gabriel, former lecturer at Al-Azhar University, explains the mysterious attitudes of
the Muslim world and why they resist principles such as equality for women, freedom of
speech, and other ideals that Americans see as secular, nonreligious, and good for all people.
In this brilliant look at the rise of political Islam, the distinguished political scientist and
anthropologist Mahmood Mamdani brings his expertise and insight to bear on a question many
Americans have been asking since 9/11: how did this happen? Mamdani dispels the idea of
“good” (secular, westernized) and “bad” (premodern, fanatical) Muslims, pointing out that
these judgments refer to political rather than cultural or religious identities. The presumption
that there are “good” Muslims readily available to be split off from “bad” Muslims masks a
failure to make a political analysis of our times. This book argues that political Islam emerged
as the result of a modern encounter with Western power, and that the terrorist movement at
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the center of Islamist politics is an even more recent phenomenon, one that followed
America’s embrace of proxy war after its defeat in Vietnam. Mamdani writes with great insight
about the Reagan years, showing America’s embrace of the highly ideological politics of
“good” against “evil.” Identifying militant nationalist governments as Soviet proxies in
countries such as Nicaragua and Afghanistan, the Reagan administration readily backed
terrorist movements, hailing them as the “moral equivalents” of America’s Founding Fathers.
The era of proxy wars has come to an end with the invasion of Iraq. And there, as in Vietnam,
America will need to recognize that it is not fighting terrorism but nationalism, a battle that
cannot be won by occupation. Good Muslim, Bad Muslim is a provocative and important book
that will profoundly change our understanding both of Islamist politics and the way America is
perceived in the world today.
The book you must read to understand the Islamist crisis—and the threat to us all Robert R.
Reilly’s eye-opening book masterfully explains the frightening behavior coming out of the
Islamic world. Terrorism, he shows, is only one manifestation of the spiritual pathology of
Islamism. Reilly uncovers the root of our contemporary crisis: a pivotal struggle waged within
the Muslim world nearly a millennium ago. In a heated battle over the role of reason, the side
of irrationality won. The deformed theology that resulted, Reilly reveals, produced the spiritual
pathology of Islamism, and a deeply dysfunctional culture. The Closing of the Muslim Mind
solves such puzzles as: · Why the Arab world stands near the bottom of every measure of
human development · Why scientific inquiry is nearly dead in the Islamic world · Why Spain
translates more books in a single year than the entire Arab world has in the past thousand
years · Why some people in Saudi Arabia still refuse to believe man has been to the moon
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The events of September 11, 2001, forever changed the world as we knew it. Gilles Kepel
focuses on the Middle East as a nexus of international disorder and decodes the complex
language of war, propaganda and terrorism that holds the region in its thrall.

This book reveals how, for well over a millennium and across three continents - Asia,
Africa, and Europe - non-Muslims who were vanquished by jihad wars became forced
tributaries (called dhimmi in Arabic) in lieu of being slain. Under the dhimmi religious
caste system, non-Muslims were subjected to legal and financial oppression, as well as
social isolation. Extensive primary and secondary source materials, many translated
here for the first time into English, are presented, making clear that jihad conquests
were brutal, imperialist advances, which spurred waves of Muslims to expropriate a
vast expanse of lands and subdue millions of indigenous peoples. Finally, the book
examines how jihad war, as a permanent and uniquely Islamic institution, ultimately
regulates the relations of Muslims with non-Muslims to this day. Scholars, educators,
and interested lay readers will find this collection an invaluable resource.
'One minute you're a 15-year-old girl who loves Netflix and music and the next minute
you're looked at as maybe ISIS.' We now have a generation – Muslim and non-Muslim
– who has grown up only knowing a world at war on terror, and who has been
socialised in a climate of widespread Islamophobia, surveillance and suspicion. In
Coming of Age in the War on Terror, award-winning writer Randa Abdel-Fattah
interrogates the impact of all this on young people's political consciousness and their
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trust towards adults and the societies they live in. Drawing on local interviews but global
in scope, this book is the first to examine the lives of a generation for whom the rise of
the far-right and the growing polarisation of politics seem normal. It's about time we
hear what they have to say. 'As one of Australia's most compelling cultural critics, AbdelFattah curates a precise and substantive account of the impact of 'terrorist discourse'
on an entire generation. With heartbreaking pathos, she invites us into the minds and
hearts of a generation of thoughtful and intelligent young Muslim and non-Muslim
Australians from diverse social backgrounds. This ambitious project, comparable in its
breadth to Ghassan Hage's seminal White Nation, is part cultural memoir, part
empirical research essay and part historical record. Excoriating the hypocrisy of
neoliberal social interventionist policies, Abdel-Fattah has given us a rich and important
work, as moving in its sincerity as it is unprecedented in its scope.' — Daniel Nour,
Books+Publishing 'Randa Abdel-Fattah's compelling work reminds us that the way the
global War on Terror has been prosecuted lands like blows across the backs of Muslim
communities — it is in the everyday, the mundane, but also in the structures of state.
The book should be praised for its depth and breadth of insights into Australia, as we
see contemporary Islamophobia in the shade of the War on Terror revealed.' — Dr Asim
Qureshi, Research Director, CAGE (UK) and author of A Virtue of Disobedience 'Only
someone like Randa Abdel-Fattah with her history as an academic, an activist and a
novelist can produce a book like this: analytically sharp, anecdotally rich, politically
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relevant and beautifully written. Whoever you are, read it and it'll make a better
Australian out of you.' — Ghassan Hage, Professor of Anthropology and Social Theory,
School of Social and Political Science, University of Melbourne 'Coming of Age in the
War on Terror offers a provocative critique of the failings of so much public discourse
and scholarship on Islam which rarely bothers to engage the voices of Muslims at all.
Full of sharp wit, the book attends as much to the hypocrisy and blind spots of the
progressive left — including journalists, educators and intellectuals — as it does to rightwing fear mongers. In this accessible and deeply moving account she gifts the reader a
unique window into the profound impacts of institutionalised Islamophobia on the
everyday lives of ordinary young Australian-Muslims today. Her research subjects
recount the suffocating effects of a world saturated by negative stereotypes of Muslims
and the growing industry of 'well meaning' intervention programs targeted at young
people in education settings. Yet these young people somehow bear the weight of
these representations with humour, grace and resilience. As an activist, a prize-winning
author of young adult fiction, and sociologist, there is no one better equipped than
Randa Abdel-Fattah to bring their lives to our collective attention.' — Professor Amanda
Wise 'Randa Abdel-Fattah has produced an urgent book for our time. Coming of Age in
The War on Terror is a story of injustice against those who suffer because of prejudice
and manufactured fear. It is a vital work about us, Australians. This book poses many
questions that we must confront if we are to ever consider ourselves an inclusive
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society. With courage, intelligence and acute insight, Abdel-Fattah is asking that we
think and act with thoughtfulness and not ignorance.' — Tony Birch
Following the 9/11 attacks by Al-Qa'ida, President Bush declared war on terror. In the
succeeding years, Western governments have struggled to find the right way to
respond to the new and deadly threat posed by terrorism. With the election of President
Obama the rhetoric has softened and policies have been adjusted but the underlying
problems and challenges remain the same. Meanwhile, the war on terrorism in
Afghanistan has been intensified. Drawing on just war teaching as developed within
both Christian and Muslim traditions, this book examines whether, and how, liberal
democracies can combat the new global terrorism both effectively and justly. The
authors, including distinguished academics from both sides of the Atlantic, Christian
and Muslim theologians, former senior civil servants and a General, deploy a wide
range of experience and expertise to address one of the most difficult and pressing
ethical challenges to contemporary society.
“Ed Husain has become one of the most vital Muslim voices in the world. The House of
Islam could very well be his magnum opus.” -Reza Aslan, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Zealot “This should be compulsory reading.” -Peter Frankopan,
author of the international bestseller The Silk Roads Today, Islam is to many in the
West an alien force, with Muslims held in suspicion. Failure to grasp the inner workings
of religion and geopolitics has haunted American foreign policy for decades and has
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been decisive in the new administration's controversial orders. The intricacies and
shadings must be understood by the West not only to build a stronger, more
harmonious relationship between the two cultures, but also for greater accuracy in
predictions as to how current crises, such as the growth of ISIS, will develop and from
where the next might emerge. The House of Islam addresses key questions and points
of disconnection. What are the roots of the conflict between Sunni and Shi'a Muslims
that is engulfing Pakistan and the Middle East? Does the Koran encourage the killing of
infidels? The book thoughtfully explores the events and issues that have come from
and contributed to the broadening gulf between Islam and the West, from the United
States' overthrow of Iran's first democratically elected leader to the emergence of ISIS,
from the declaration of a fatwa on Salman Rushdie to the attack on the offices of
Charlie Hebdo. Authoritative and engaging, Ed Husain leads us clearly and carefully
through the nuances of Islam and its people, taking us back to basics to contend that
the Muslim world need not be a stranger to the West, nor our enemy, but our peaceable
allies.
The War for Muslim MindsIslam and the WestHarvard University Press
For four decades Saudi Arabia and Iran have vied for influence in the Muslim world. At
the heart of this ongoing Cold War between Riyadh and Tehran lie the Sunni-Shia
divide, and the two countries' intertwined histories. Saudis see this as a conflict
between Sunni and Shia; Iran's ruling clerics view it as one between their own Islamic
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Republic and an illegitimate monarchy. This foundational schism has played out in a
geopolitical competition for dominance in the region: Iran has expanded its influence in
Syria, Iraq and Lebanon, while Saudi Arabia's hyperactive crown prince, Muhammad
bin Salman, has intervened in Yemen, isolated Qatar and destabilized Lebanon. Dilip
Hiro examines the toxic rivalry between the two countries, tracing its roots and asking
whether this Islamic Cold War is likely to end any time soon.
Commemorating Muslims in the First World War Centenary engages with the explosion
of public commemorations in Britain and France in the wake of the First World War
centenary, alongside the hyper-visibility of British and French Muslims in political and
popular discourse. Bringing these two phenomena together, it draws on national
commemorations of the First World War centenary in Britain and France, alongside
eleven local field sites that foregrounded Muslims, to make sense of how national
memory changes when it seeks to include a previously excluded group. Through an
identification of three distinct narratives, which correspond to three ways of situating
Muslims in relation to the nation—mourning, mobilisation, and melancholia—it intervenes
in debates surrounding memory, nationhood, and belonging to make sense of the
centenary as an extended exercise in nation-building at a moment when the borders of
British and French national identity were openly, and violently, contested. With
particular attention to sites of melancholia, the author shows how certain sites disrupt
national memory and refrain from producing any cohesive narrative to repair that which
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has been fractured. An exploration of the ways in which commemoration pushes
nations to grapple with their past and present, without prescribing any tidy solution, this
book will appeal to scholars of sociology and anthropology with interests in memory
studies, nationalism and postcolonial studies.
War on Error brings together the stories of twelve young people, all vastly different but
all American, and all Muslim. Their approaches to religion couldn’t be more diverse:
from a rapper of Korean and Egyptian descent to a bisexual Sudanese American to a
converted white woman from Colorado living in Cairo and wearing the hijab. These
individuals, whether they were born to the religion or came to it on their own, have
made their own decisions about how observant they’ll be, whether or not to fast, how
often to pray, and what to wear. Though each story is unique, each is also seen through
the searching eyes of Melody Moezzi, herself an American Muslim of Iranian descent.
She finds that the people she interviews are horrified that, in a post-9/11 world, they
have seen their religion come to be represented, in the minds of many Americans, by
terrorism. These thoughtful and articulate individuals represent the truth about the faith
and its adherents who are drawn to the logic, compassion, and tolerance they find in
Muslim teachings. Moezzi, ever comfortable with contradiction and nuance, is a likable
narrator whose underlying assumption that “faith is greater than dogma” is
strengthened as she learns more about her religion and faces her own biases and blind
spots. This fresh new voice, combined with the perceptions and experiences of her
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fellow American Muslims, make for a read that is both illuminating and enjoyable.
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